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The necessity of measuring all the variables related to
training process to understand the improvement of the athlete´s
performance, has made the quantification of training load (TL)
and the study of its relationship with performance raise interest
among the scientific community and coaches [1,2]. Moreover, with
the irruption of new more accessible technology and software, the
use of methods to control and quantify the TL have been spread
in different sports [3-5]. Furthermore, beyond the improvement of
performance perspective, the quantification of the TL can prevent
from suffering non-functional overreaching, injuries or illnesses
avoiding workload spikes [6-8].
For quantifying the TL there are different variables which can
be categorized as either external (watts, speed, etc.) or internal
(physiological and psychological). Traditionally, in endurance
sports some internal variables have been used to quantify the TL
Table 1: Training zones scores.
Lucia’s TRIMPs

Edwards' TRIMPs

such as heart rate [9-11], blood lactate and Ratings of Perceived
Exertion [12,13]. One of the main reasons for that might be based on
the necessity of distinguishing and measuring in an individual way
the biological stress imposed by a training session in each athlete.
The lack of capacity for measuring the internal work with external
training quantification methods makes it impossible to compare
the different responses of the athletes in a given training session
[12]. In last decades several quantifying training proposals based
on training zones have emerged as useful methods for monitoring
the TL in endurance sports [2,10,11,14,15]. By means of these
different methods, it is possible to compare intra-inter athletes’ TL
and the relationship between TL and performance. More recently, it
has been confirmed the capacity of comparing different endurance
sports by an objective method such as the Cejuela-Anta & EsteveLanao´s [10] ECO system [16].
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<AeT: Below Aerobic Threshold; AeT: Aerobic Threshold; AeT-AnT: between thresholds; AnT: Anaerobic Threshold; >AnT: between AnT
and MAP; MAP: Maximal Aerobic Power; LAC Cap: Lactic Capacity; LAC Pow: Lactic Power or Glycolytic Power; Blac: Blood Lactate
Concentration.
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Almost all the training quantification methods in endurance
sports use two main variables with the aim of quantifying the
workload (Volume and Intensity). The Volume might be measured
attending to different variables, normally distance (meters and
kilometers) or time (minutes and hours). On the other hand, the
Intensity should be measured with any internal variable which, at
the same time, is linked with a training zone. In the case of Intensity,
it is mandatory to establish prior to quantifying the workload, the
ratio of the score assigned per unit of volume to each training zone.
The different methods that have been suggested through the diverse
studies (based on training zones) use a wide variety in their scores
for a same given intensity. Lucía [11] and associates proposed a
correspondence of 1, 2 and 3 points per each minute performed
in zone 1 (below the aerobic threshold), zone 2 (between aerobic
and anaerobic threshold) and zone 3 (beyond anaerobic threshold)
respectively. Similarly, proposals based on the Heart Rate (HR)
during exercise have been reported [14,15]. However, the ECO
system [10] and Mujika´s et al. [2] training units discriminate more
accurately the different training zones and the score of each one
(Table 1).
Although several TL quantification methods have been
proposed, all of them have several limitations. Because of that some
questions remain unsolved. One of the main important limitations
of zones of training quantification is the impossibility to compare
continuous and interval training sessions. In other words, it is not
possible to establish the density of training between continuous and
interval training due to the fact that the ratio between activity and
rest in continuous training does not exist. As Cejuela-Anta & EsteveLanao [10] highlight, it is mandatory to establish a coefficient for
continuous workouts which allow the comparison of continuous
and interval trainings. Another limiting factor is the score by which
the unit of time is multiplied. This score must maintain an inversely
proportional relationship with the time limit in each intensity zone
[10]. In sum, although the use of a quantification method plays a
key role in the training process, different limitation factors remain
to be solved for improving this process.
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